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Attilio Ferrara
Attilio Ferrara’s unlimited connection to the universal source allows him
to receive every frequency and to make it perceptible to others. He has
the ability to transform everything tangible into an arbitrary high vibration. For several years he has been passing on this universal knowledge
as an ambassador to show people a possible path to the balancing of
body, soul and spirit. In accordance with his task, he provides his
strength at the service of nature, in which all participate.
As an ambassador and healer he passes on his knowledge around the
world in seminars and on his journeys. The essence of his message, to
live the unconditional love, enables everyone to unfold on all levels of
spiritual growth.
His clear, powerful message is the recognition of universal knowledge
and is independent of all religions.
The frequency products are not medicines and do not replace a medical
doctor or alternative practitioner. However, they can positively influence
medical treatment and its course. If statements about individual
products–which suggest certain of their effects–are used, it is explicitly
stated that these statements do not claim any effects in the scientifically
proven sense. These are always observations and statements from
enthusiastic users. An effect of the offered products is not guaranteed.

5 Elements Attilio Water unmistakable and unique
through the element LOVE
Through the original divine order and stability of the
highly vibrating frequency, the inner structure of the
primordial spring water is restored. Visibly and
perceptibly a neutral pulsating field is generated,
which holds the living origin of the original source
indefinitely.
- Soft, even sweet water
- Visible and noticeable change of the water quality
- Increased need to drink
- Lush plant growth
Price: 1 000 000 Bovis Units CHF 5400.–
750 000 Bovis Units CHF 3600.–
550 000 Bovis Units CHF 1800.–

Neptun-A Frequency on Drinking Bottle
- Balance of minerals and hormones
- Water adapts individually to the user
- Increased drinking
Price: CHF 75.–

Pluto-A Frequency on glass bottle
- Reduction of Candida Fungus
- Gastro-intestinal area is brought into balance
- Flatulence, diarrhea, vomiting quickly subside
Price: CHF 75. –

Water-Carafe, 1L 750 000 Bovis Units
The 1L Water-Carafes were raised by Attilio Ferrara
to a vibration level of 750 000 Bovis Units. The high
frequency becomes active as soon as the carafe is
filled with water. The Attilio-Water is able to address
and to positively change every cell in the body. Many
people worldwide already know about the power of
the high frequency and love drinking this water.
Suitable for all beverages, e.g., fruit juices, tea, milk
and wine (the carafe can be used to decant the wine)
Price: CHF 156.–

Waterstones, 300 000 Bovis Units
- Increased desire to drink Attilio Water
- Water has pleasant, soft and sweet taste
- Activity increases significantly
- Increased oxygen content in the water
Price: CHF 39.–

Excalibur-A Frequency on Stainless Steel Pin
- Dissolving of blockages in the body
- Clearing of scars
- Withdrawing of pain
- Strong support for eye complaints
- When the frequency-rays hit the energy blockages
or degenerated body cells, heat or coolness is very
noticeable. It feels as if blockages “burst”.
Price: CHF 348.–

Sun- and Moon-Frequency on Pendant, Ring
or Ear studs
- If I wear these two symbols of high frequencies
together, they connect me with my divine source.
- Balancing of vitamin D
- Positive basic attitude
- Joy of living
- Sense of basic trust
Price: Pendant CHF 225.–
Ring
CHF 127.–
Ear Studs CHF 87.–

Apollo Frequency on Sunstone
- Noticeable change in bone fragility and bone
density
- Growth pains in children calm down quickly
- Feeling of great strength and vitality in the body
- A feeling of warmth and harmony sets in
- Animals react very positively to Apollo frequency

VENUS Frequency on Pendant

Price: CHF 49.–

Price: CHF 378.–

A-thena Frequency on Coral
- The blood values greatly improve and stabilize after
regular wear
- Enormous vitality and life energy
- Cleansing and regenerating effect
- Stable blood circulation
- Increased ability to concentrate
Price: CHF 84.–

- Infinite acceptance / self-love
- Deep inner peace
- Basic trust in ongoing processes
- Love for all beings

Andromeda Frequency on Aquamarine Pendant

Volcano Frequency on Rose Quartz Bracelet

- Relaxation of noticeable congestion in the lymphatic
system
- Feeling of great strength and vitality in the body
- Defense system gets stronger

- Rheumatic complaints recede
- Feeling in the joints get soft and supple
- Relaxation up to the entire neck area during long
sitting and “office work”
- Enormous support in the wrists and forearms

Price: Pendant small CHF 198.–
Pendant large CHF 279.–

Price: Wave, Pyramid or Nail small CHF 86.–
Wave, Pyramid or Nail large CHF 98.–

Orion Arrow Frequency on Rock Crystal Pendant

Mars Frequency on Rose Quartz Ball

- Blood circulation reacts positively and stabilizes
- Strong feeling of infinite connection
- Great support for spiritual growth

- The powerful Mars Frequency is capable of neutrali
zing harmful radiations such as radio waves,
electrosmog etc.
- It centers one and enables concentration in the
workplace
- Long calls are also possible with mobile phones
- Workplace feels neutral, coolness spreads over it

Price: CHF 39.–

Price: CHF 94.–

Mars-A Frequency on Sticker
- Long phone calls with mobile phones and cell
phones are possible
- Users feel clear and concentrated
- Kids are not so tired in school anymore
Price: CHF 49.–

Odysseus Frequency on Tourmalinet

Ramses II-A Pyramid Frequency on Agate Slicet

- High performance
- Improved well-being when travelling
- Increased feeling of security
- Good relaxation
- Typical sicknesses during trips occur less often

- Intense taste of fruits, vegetables and food
- Longer shelf life of cosmetics
- Refinement of wine, beer, coffee, etc. thanks to a
balanced acidity
- Better tolerance of medication (reduction of side
effects

Price:

49.–

Price:Agate slice small to medium CHF 55
Agate slice large CHF 68
Agate slice very large CHF 75
Pegasus Frequency on Rutile Quartz

ANUBIS Frequency on Manganese Ore Stone

- Support during meditation
- Dreams are clear and intense
- Access to alpha state is faster
Strong support during earth-astral journeys

Connection to mother earth is strong
- Grounding
- Connection with death and eternity
- Mental and inner strength
- Stabilization of iron reserves

Price: 159.–

Price: 87.–

Horus Frequency on Silk Cloth

Isis Frequency on Cashmere Plaid

- Relief of pain
- Release of blockages
- Feeling of harmony and safety
- Small children love having the Horus Cloth in their
bed or carrying it with them

- Emotional blockages are gently released
- Deep trust and intuitive knowledge are
given
- Feeling of heightened sensitivity, peace
and unconditional love
- Body, soul and spirit are brought into
balance

Price: CHF 64.–

Price: CHF 780.–

Nefertari Frequency on Pashmina Shawl
- Enveloping and infinitely flowing love
- Inner beauty and self-love, which radiates to the
outside
- Hormonal balance
- Beautiful and velvety skin
- Strong, healthy self-confidence

La Tunica-A Frequency on Cashmere or
Merino Wool Blanket

Cashmina-Decke

Price: CHF 164.–

- Clarity of thoughts
- Harmonization of psyche and body
- Pain is withdrawn and dissolved
- Warming as well as cooling properties can
be sensed on the body
Price: CHF 365.–

Merinowolle-Decke

Horus-A Frequency on Woolen Scarf
- Feeling of great inner balance and stability
- Body’s self-healing powers are supported
- Tensions in the neck area can be released
- Pain can be alleviated or even dissolved
- A powerful companion during flu times

Stella Luna-A Frequency on Cashmere or Merino
Wool Blanket

Cashmina-Decke

- Soothing of irritated skin
- Balance of body temperature
- Conveyance of harmony, well-being and security
Price: CHF 365.–

Price: CHF 144.–
Merinowolle-Decke

Stella Luna-A Frequency on Socks
- The feet are not ice-cold anymore or too hot
- Good blood circulation in feet and legs
- Foot fungus retreats quickly
- No more sweaty feet after a short time
Price: CHF 24.–

The Colors of the Light
ALBA-ARCOBALENO Frequency on Bed Linen
- Users sleep soundly all night
- Complete relaxation of the whole body
- Energy flow is balanced and stable
- Regeneration of the whole system
Complete Sets (in centimeters):
- Pillow 65 x 100 and Duvet 160 x 210
- Pillow 80 x 80 and Duvet 135 x 200
- Pillow 70 x 90 and Duvet 140 x 200
Price: CHF 296.–

Brushes: Samson-A Frequency on
Olive Wood Brush with wild Boar Bristles

The Colors of the Light
ALBA-ARCOBALENO Frequency on Bed Linen

- Good blood circulation of the scalp
- Hair acquires more volume and shine
- Vitality in the hair is noticeable and visible

- The Thor Frequency is able to remind us of the
infinite nature of our mind
- It enables us to have clear and powerful thoughts
- Harmonization of the cervical vertebrae, neck and
larynx
- Activation of both halves of the brain and the brain
wave

Price: CHF 58.–

Price: CHF 77.–
Brushes: Samson-A Frequency on Olive
Wood Brush with Wooden Knobs

Venus Frequency on fine quality, exclusive
Knitted Scarf 70% Cashmere, 30% Silk

- Good blood circulation of the scalp
- Hair acquires more volume and shine
- Vitality in the hair is noticeable and visible
- Also available with long wooden knobs

- Love for all beings
- Deep inner peace
- Basic trust in ongoing processes
- Pulsating heart chakra
- Humility and devotion
- Being fulfilled
- Deep physical relaxation

Price: CHF 58.–

Price: CHF 439.–
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